
A Night of Recognition, Celebration, and Fun: New Hoong Fatt Annual Dinner 2023





New Hoong Fatt's Annual Dinner 2023 was a dazzling display of appreciation, talent,

and camaraderie that was truly spectacular for the entire staff. The evening unfolded like a

well-choreographed symphony, with each element contributing to the harmonious

celebration of the company's achievements and its people.

In her inspiring keynote address, Madam Kam Foong Keng, NHF Group’s Executive

Chairman, linked the night’s theme, 'The Movie Night', to something that everyone should

embrace: all kinds of movies and all circumstances provide opportunities for learning. She

later commended the staff's collective effort, unwavering dedication, innovation and talent

that drive the Group forward, highlighting their integral role in shaping the Group’s future.

The sentiment of appreciation was further amplified through a series of captivating

staff performances. From musical serenades to witty skits, employees showcased their

hidden talents, transforming the room into a stage of vibrant energy and shared passion.

Laughter filled the air as colleagues cheered each other on, fostering a sense of connection

that transcended their daily roles.



Performances



Lucky Draw

Anticipation then reached fever pitch with the eagerly awaited lucky draw. A treasure

trove of prizes, awaited lucky winners. The hall buzzed with excitement with each ticket

drawn, culminating in joyous cheers and solidifying the spirit of shared fortune.

Study Awards

But the celebration extended beyond personal rewards. New Hoong Fatt's

commitment to its people shone brightly during the Study Awards ceremony, where it

recognised the employees’ children’s excellent academic results in Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia

2021. Six children of staff members were recognized, with their proud parents beaming and

colleagues applauding their achievements. This heartwarming segment reinforced the

company's unwavering support for its employees' families and their aspirations.



Games

Engaging games followed, providing a welcome break from the formal proceedings.

From the lighthearted challenge of inflating balloons to the intellectually stimulating exercise

of guessing movie titles, teamwork and friendly competition took center stage and provided

laughter and camaraderie.

Long Service Award

As the night neared its finale, a hush fell over the room as the Long Service Awards

were presented. These awards were more than mere recognition; they were testaments to

the Group's deep appreciation for its loyal and long-serving employees, the very foundation



upon which New Hoong Fatt stands tall. The honoured employees have not merely stayed

with the Group; they have been instrumental in shaping its identity, fostering a culture of

excellence, and inspiring their colleagues along the way.

Best Dress Award: Male Category

Best Dress Award: Female Category

And then came the moment everyone awaited – the unveiling of the Best Dress

Award. Amidst a flurry of anticipation, the short-listed participants were announced and they



catwalked on the red carpet to the stage with their elegant attire and confident poise,

garnering admiration from all. This light-hearted recognition added a touch of glamour and

fun to the evening, reminding everyone that excellence can come in many forms.

Group Photo

All in all, the New Hoong Fatt Annual Dinner 2023 was more than just a corporate

event; it was an experience. It was a celebration of individual and collective triumphs, a

reinforcement of the company's commitment to its people, and a powerful declaration of unity.

It was a night that will undoubtedly leave a lasting impression on all who participated,

reminding them that they are not just employees but valued members of the New Hoong Fatt

family.


